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Origin and pathways of the mineral dust transport to two Spanish EARLINET sites: effect
on the observed columnar and range-resolved dust optical properties
1. Introduction
Mineral dust is one of the most important components of the atmospheric aerosol loading.
Mineral dust constitutes about 75% of the global aerosol mass load and 25% of the global
aerosol optical depth (Kinne et al., 2006). Dust is one of the principal aerosol types in the
atmosphere and plays an important role in climate change via a number of complex processes.
Dust aerosols impact the radiation budget of the Earth–atmosphere system, both directly by
scattering and absorbing solar and terrestrial thermal radiation, and also indirectly by modifying
cloud optical properties and lifetimes. The shortwave radiative forcing of dust aerosols can be
either positive or negative, whilst the longwave radiative forcing is always positive (Tegen et al.,
1996; Sokolik et al., 2001; Ramanathan et al., 2007; Perrone and Bergamo, 2011; Piedeherro et
al., 2014; Obregon et al., 2015).
North Africa is widely considered as the Earth's largest source of dust (Prospero et al., 2002; Liu
et al. 2008; Pey et al., 2013). A large amount of Saharan dust is transported over the
Mediterranean, mainly because of cyclone activity in the region (La Fontaine et al., 1990).
Aerosols over the Mediterranean originate from different sources, including a marine
component, a mineral dust component, mainly due to the proximity to Sahara desert dust and an
anthropogenic component (local and long-range pollution) (Barnaba and Gobbi, 2004).
Research on dust intrusions from the Sahara desert and its distribution in the atmosphere has
been increasing over the last decade. Aerosol optical properties change rapidly, due to diffusion
and aging processes such as coagulation, humidification, scavenging by precipitation and gas to
particle phase conversion (Schuster et al., 2006). These processes, combined with varying source
strength and/or advection by meteorological processes, create a dynamic atmospheric constituent
affecting climate, environment and public health (IPCC, 2013).
Measurements of aerosol properties over the Mediterranean region have been carried out since
the 1980s (Smirnov et al., 2002), but most of them were occasional and lasted only for short
periods. Other measurements covered longer time periods (Cachorro et al., 2000; Formenti et al.,
2001; Sabbah et al., 2001; Tanre et al., 2001; Gerasopoulos et al., 2003; Israelevich et al., 2003;
Esposito et al., 2004; Pavese et al., 2009). Analyses based on satellite observations were also
performed to identify the transport of Saharan dust (e.g. Moulin et al., 1998; Israelevich et al.,
2002; Jamet et al., 2004).
The Saharan dust aerosol properties and their spatial and temporal variability over the Iberian
Peninsula during the dust events have already been studied in recent years (Alados-Arboledas et
al, 2003, 2008; Lyamani et al., 2005, 2006a, b, 2008; Elias et al., 2006; Mona et al., 2006; Perez

et al., 2006; Dıaz et al., 2007; Guerrero-Rascado et al., 2008, 2009; Cachorro et al., 2008; Sicard
et al., 2011; Perez-Ramirez et al., 2012; Valenzuela et al., 2012; Navas-Guzman et a., 2013).
Several parameters can be used for aerosol characterization. The aerosol optical depth AOD is an
optical parameter measured by sun-photometers like the ones operating in AERONET (Holben et
al., 1998). This parameter represents the extinction of radiation at a certain wavelength that
results from the presence of atmospheric aerosols. The Ångström exponent represents the slope
of the wavelength dependence of the AOT in logarithmic coordinates:

 1 , 2    ln   2  1  ln 2 1 
where  1 and   2 represent the aerosol optical depths at the wavelengths 1 and 2
respectively.
In the solar spectrum, the Ångström exponent AE is a good indicator of the size of the
atmospheric particles determining the AOD: AE440-870>1 is mainly determined by fine mode,
while AE440-870<1 is largely determined by coarse mode (Kaufman et al., 1994). However, AE
alone does not provide unambiguous information on the relative weight of coarse and fine modes
on the AOD. Several authors have discussed how the spectral variation of the Ångström
exponent can provide further information about the aerosol size distribution (Eck et al., 1999;
O’Neill et al., 2001a, b, 2003; Fernández-Gálvez et al., 2013). Kaufman (1993) shows that
negative values of the difference =AE440-613-AE613-1003 indicate the dominance of fine mode
aerosols while positive values of this difference indicate the effect of two separate particle
modes.
This study consists of an evaluation of the changes in properties of dust through combined lidarsunphotometer techniques as it is transported between the cities of Granada and Barcelona.
Temporal variation of optical properties, as well as the differences between the patterns of
profiles of lidar-mesaured backscatter coefficients at 532 nm (bsc_532 nm) in Granada and
Barcelona, gives valuable information about the dust transport between these two EARLINET
stations.
The paper has following structure: Instrumentation, tools and methodology are given in Sect.2.
Sect.3 presents the characteristics of the dust events over two stations. Later, in Sect.4, we
present the scenarios of dust intrusions according to the origins and the pathways. Columnar
aerosol properties are discussed in Sect.5. Analysis of the coincidence dust events at both sites is
given in Sect.6. Lidar profiling during a case study is presented in Sect.7. At the end, Sect.8
presents the conclusion of this work.

2. Instrumentation, tools, and methodology
2.1 Instrumentation and tools
The Barcelona EARLINET station is located in an urban area of Barcelona in North-East of
Spain, (41.389º N, 2.112º E, 115 m altitude asl), quite near the seashore of the western
Mediterranean Sea (Pappalardo et al., 2015). The Granada EARLINET station is located in
Granada city in the southern part of Spain (37.164º N, 3.60º5 W, 680 m altitude asl). This site is
affected directly by Saharan dust intrusions, due to its proximity to the North Africa. Both sites
are around 700 km distant from each other. The instrumentation used in this study consists of
sun-photometer and lidar systems, located in the stations of Barcelona and Granada. The
synergic combination of sun-photometers and lidars enables to improve the knowledge on optical
and microphysical properties of aerosols and their vertical distribution (Sicard et al., 2015).
The CIMEL sun–sky photometer CE-318-4 located in Barcelona, part of the Aerosol Robotic
Network (AERONET) (Holben et al., 1998), was used to provide the AOD at 675nm and the
Ångström exponent, AE at 440-870nm. The estimated accuracy of AOD measurements is about
0.02 at the processing level 2.
Daytime, column-integrated characterization of the atmospheric aerosol in Granada has been
also done by using a sun-photometer CE-318-4 included in the AERONET network.
The EARLINET lidar from the Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya in Barcelona was situated at
the time of the measurements reported in this paper 600 m away from the sun photometer. The
system employs a Nd:YAG laser with second and third harmonic generators emitting three
coaxial beams at 355 nm, 532 nm and 1064 nm (fundamental) wavelengths with respective pulse
energies of approximately 25 mJ, 55mJ, and 85 mJ, at a repetition rate of 20 Hz. The radiation
backscattered by the atmosphere is collected by a 38-cm diameter, 4-m focal length Cassegrain
telescope and is guided by an optical fiber bundle to the wavelength separation unit
(polychromator), where it is directed to the photodetectors (photomultiplier tubes for the 355-nm
and the 532-nm wavelengths, and an avalanche photodiode for the 1064-nm wavelength)
converting the optical signal at the corresponding wavelength into an electrical signal being
sampled and stored for later analysis. The system has also Raman channels able to measure the
radiation of the Raman vibrational-rotational spectrum scattered by atmospheric N2 at 387 nm
(excitation at 355 nm) and at 607 nm (excitation at 532 nm), as well as the radiation of the
Raman vibrational-rotational spectrum scattered by water vapor (Kumar et al., 2011). This
channels are not used in the present study.
The Raman Lidar model LR331D400 located in Granada (Raymetrics S.A., Greece) is described
in detail by Guerrero-Rascado et al. (2008). It is configured to point vertically to the zenith and
based on a pulsed Nd: YAG laser with the fundamental, second and third harmonic generators
providing pulses at the same wavelengths as the Barcelona lidar laser. The system emits pulses at
355 nm, 532 nm and 1064 nm with respective energies of 60 mJ, 65 mJ, and 110 mJ at a

repetition rate of 10 Hz. To collect the backscattered radiation it uses a 40-cm diameter
Cassegrainian telescope, which focus the light into the polychromator optics directing each
wavelength to the corresponding photodetector. The available channels are the same as in the
Barcelona system. The optics setup is such that the maximum overlap has reached at above 320
and 420 m (above instrument) for 532/1064 and 355 nm channels, respectively.
During the daytime, the aerosol optical coefficient profiles (backscatter and extinction) at both
stations were retrieved by means of the two-component elastic lidar inversion algorithm
(Fernald, 1984; Sasano and Nakane, 1984; Klett, 1985) constrained with the sun-photometerderived AOT.
Satellite images of MODIS and MSG/SEVIRI sensors were used to visualize the geographical
distribution of the aerosol plumes. The Hysplit, NAAPS and DREAM models were also used to
confirm the origin and the trajectory of the plumes. The models NAAPS and DREAM predict
dust intrusions over the investigated area. The Hysplit model provides the trajectories of air
masses overpassing the IP.
2.2 Methodology
The NAAPS and DREAM models were used to make the first sight about dust intrusions. After
that, the Hysplit 5-day backward trajectories to Granada were used to determine dust intrusion
scenarios in this site. Then, in order to investigate the variation of aerosol properties, 5-day
forward-trajectories from Granada to Barcelona were computed. Saharan clusters sources were
estimated performing cluster analysis of Hysplit trajectories.
In order to discriminate dust from other different aerosol types, the method of Gobbi et al. (2007)
is used. Here the spectral dependence of the Ångström exponent  defined as the difference of
Ångström exponent values  = AE440-675 – AE675-870 was taken into account. The use of Gobbi
plots permit to get additional information about the contribution of fine and coarse modes to
AOD (Fig. 1). This method infers about the AOD increase, caused by fine particle
humidification or by the increase of the presence of coarse particles. The use of the spectral
dependence of the Ångström exponent curvature give more insight on separating fine and coarse
mode contributions to AOD (O’Neill et al. 2001a). Basart et al. (2009) found that under the
dominance of coarse mode aerosol, such as desert dust,  tends to be negative or slightly
positive (between −0. 3 and 0.1). Thus, according to Basart et al. (2009), the days associated by
AOD675>0.15, AE440-870<0.75 and -0.3< <0.1, are considered as days with coarse mode
domination. The days in which AOD675>0.15 and AE440-870<0.75, but  >0.1, are considered as
days with the bimodal pattern. In the last case, both fine and coarse modes contribute to AOD
(Valenzuela et al., 2012). Meanwhile days with the same conditions, but with  <-0.3 are
dominated by the fine mode. The plots  -  from AERONET data, classify dusty days into two
categories: dusty days with coarse mode domination and dusty days with bimodal patterns.

In the case of missing AERONET data (as in the case of August 2012), data of aerosol optical
depth and Ångström exponent are taken from MODIS products. After that, the aerosol optical
data at the two stations are compared between them.
Dust events are considered the period of several consecutive dusty days. Thus, the number of
dusty days per dust event and their statistical parameters are estimated. A cluster analysis for
Hysplit 5-days back-trajectories from 1 km up to 6 km was performed. These analyses determine
the origins and the pathways of dust intrusions over Barcelona and Granada during the period
June-September. Several distributions of the number of back-trajectories are computed, based on
the cluster origins and the pathways of Saharan dust intrusions.
Another important step of our analysis is the estimation of aerosol optical properties and their
differences during dust events at both stations. These analyses were performed during the
coincidence of dust events at both stations. The principal optical parameters investigated,
AOD675 and AE440-780, are classified according to the dust intrusion scenarios. These parameters
are also monthly averaged and subsequently compared between the two stations.
In order to better compare the optical parameters derived from the lidar measurements, we have
computed the transport time of dust from Granada to Barcelona in coincident dusty cases. To do
this, Hysplit forward-trajectories departing from Granada with 6hr resolution are used. These
trajectories depart at the heights of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 km. Time-transport of air masses was
estimated as the time required by of HYSPLIT trajectories to overpass both stations. After this,
the comparisons of the optical properties of the same plumes when they overpass each station
were performed.
3. Dust event characteristics and statistics at both stations
3.1 Dusty day analysis
Aerosol optical properties during dust events are analyzed using the data of AERONET for
Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD675), Ångström exponent (AE440-870) and the wavelength
dependence of Ångström exponent (). The criteria to discriminate the dusty days are as
follows; AOD675>0.15, AE440-870<0.75 and -0.3<<0.1. Fig. 1 presents the measurement results
on a Gobbi plot during the investigated period in Barcelona and Granada.
The numbers of the dusty days are presented in table 1. This analysis revealed that during the
eight-month period June-September, 2012-2013, 23 dusty days are obtained in Barcelona and 64
in Granada. Percentiles of all dusty day at each site are then computed for each month.
According to these data, dust events are more frequent in August, by 52.2% in Barcelona and
39.1% in Granada. The second most affected month by dust events at each station was June, by
21.7% in Barcelona and 28.1% in Granada. But, surprisingly, July was affected less than June by

dust events. This fact was observed at both sites, but especially at Barcelona site. The number of
dusty days during July counts of 8.7% and 23.4% of the total number of dusty days, in Barcelona
and Granada respectively. Meanwhile, the fractions of dusty days in September were 17.4% and
9.4%, in Barcelona and Granada respectively.
Because of its geographical position, Barcelona is expected to be affected less than Granada by
dusty events. This site can be more influenced by continental pollution and marine aerosols. The
modes of their distributions were located in August, where are retrieved their distribution peaks.
The correlation coefficient between the numbers of dusty days at these stations over each month
was high, 0.81. High values of the correlation coefficients indicate that the dust events over
Barcelona and Granada may be related to the same dust intrusions over the Iberian Peninsula
(IP). Nevertheless, the more detailed analysis of back-trajectories gives more explanations over
these dust intrusion scenarios over the IP.
3.2 Dust events analysis
Besides the dusty day analysis, also the dust events are analyzed. Taking into account the
previous consideration, several dust events in the investigated period are evidenced. It is
important to take into account that several dust events span over two consecutive months. This
fact is taken into consideration during analysis of dust events during each month. The total
number of dust events was 10 and 22, respectively in Barcelona and Granada. The statistical
distribution of numbers of dusty days per each dust event, in Barcelona and Granada, is
presented in Fig. 2. The distribution of dusty days per dust events in Barcelona does not have any
peak. It looks like a uniform distribution in the range 1-3 dusty days per dust events. However,
this distribution in the case of Granada has a distinct mode, on the value 2.
The mean values of the number of dusty days per dust event are 2.3 and 2.9 respectively in
Barcelona and Granada. The standard deviation was found to be correspondingly 1.25 and 2.04.
Thus, the average duration of a dust event was found to be not too much different at two sites.
The durations of the dust events range up to five days in Barcelona and up to eight days in
Granada. Also, the dust event duration in each month does not differ too much from Barcelona to
Granada. These results allow us to investigate the duration of dust events in each month, taking
into account both stations at the same time. So, the average duration of dust events at both sites
was: 3.0, 2.0, 4.1 and 1.4 for June, July, August, and September. Thus, in August, not only
occurs the major number of dust intrusions over the IP, but also the longest one.
It must be taken into account another important factor, which influences the distributions of
dusty days at both sites. The numbers of dusty days at both sites (taken together) are 64 and 23 in
2012 and 2013 respectively, which indicates that the IP was affected by Saharan dust intrusions
more intensively in 2012 than in 2013.

4. Dust intrusion scenarios over Barcelona and Granada sites; origins and pathways
In order to have a clear picture of the main scenarios of dust intrusions over Barcelona and
Granada sites, 5-day HYSPLIT backward trajectories are used, from 1 km to 6 km a.g.l., with a
vertical resolution of 1000 m.
Backward trajectories analyses suggest three clusters over Saharan desert, which are the main
contributors to dust intrusions over Barcelona and Granada, similarly to the scenarios described
by Escudero et al. (2005) and Valenzuela et al. (2012). Our clustering analysis reveals a pathway
from south to north, mainly in emission areas in Morocco and west of Algeria (cluster A), a
pathway from west via an Atlantic arch with emission areas over West Sahara, Mauritania, south
of Algeria and north of Mali (cluster B) and a pathway from east across the Mediterranean sea
with emission areas over the remaining part of Algeria and Tunisia (cluster C).
Cluster A has the major contribution at both stations (more than the half of all back trajectories
in both stations), whilst cluster C has the minor contribution in both stations. Anyway, some
differences between their contributions are found. The percentiles of the contributions of cluster
A and C are higher in Barcelona, whilst cluster B contributes more in Granada.
However, the vertical distribution within each cluster is different. Interestingly, the highest
contributions in cluster A are encountered at 5-6 km altitudes over Barcelona and in 3-6 km over
Granada (Fig. 3.a.), as a consequence of the impact of the Atlas Mountains orography driving air
masses to higher altitudes during their travel to the Iberian Peninsula. In contrast, clusters B and
C are more uniformly distributed at both stations in altitude due to a less impact of the
westernmost and easternmost branches of Atlas Mountains on the pathways.
The different pathways followed by the dust intrusions were also analyzed. The main pathways
are the Atlas Mountains (for both stations) and Atlantic arch (especially for the Granada station)
(table 2), accounting for ~62% and ~38% of Barcelona site, and ~54% and ~46% of Granada
site. Saharan air masses affecting both stations mainly overpassed the Atlas Mountains. Figure
3.b. shows in detail the different pathways at each altitude. Back-trajectories overpassing the
Atlas Mountains reach Barcelona at all altitudes, with a maximum in the height levels 5 and 6
km, and with a relevant contribution of 2 and 3 km. Similarly, the Atlantic arch back-trajectories
arrive at Barcelona, mainly at the height levels 5 and 6 km. In contrast, the pathway vertical
distribution of backtrajectories reaching Granada crossing the Atlas Mountains shows marked
differences respect to the Barcelona distribution, with relevant contributions at all the analyzed
levels above 3 km (maximum at 4 km-level) as a consequence of this orographic barrier acting as
a springboard injecting mineral dust particles at altitudes above their summits. Due to the
relatively short distance to the Granada station, subsidence processes cannot have enough time to
act and mineral dust particles keep confined at high altitudes. In contrast, the Atlantic air masses
arrive in Granada almost at all altitudes. The comparison between the patterns of Fig. 3.a. and
3.b. reveal that the Atlas back-trajectories in Granada are negligible at 1 km and intensive at 4

km. The Atlantic back-trajectories have more similar altitude distributions. Taking into account
the cluster and pathway analysis, several scenarios of dust intrusion over Barcelona and Granada
occurring during the period June-September have been identified: scenario I (cluster A with
pathways through the Atlas Mountains), scenario II (cluster C with pathways through the Atlas
Mountains), scenario III (cluster B with Atlantic arch pathway), scenario IV (cluster A with
Atlantic arch pathway) and scenario V (remaining scenarios).
Figure 3.c. presents the percentage of the contributions of the different scenarios at both stations.
According to our analysis, air masses overpass Barcelona, mainly at altitudes 2-6 km (scenario
I), 1-2 km (scenario II), 5-6 km (scenario III) and 5 km (scenario IV). It is worthy to note that the
contribution of scenario II at lowest altitude while other scenarios contribute more at highest
altitudes. Scenario IV is the predominant scenario of dust intrusions in Granada at 3, 4 and 5 km,
with a relevant predominance of scenarios I (at 3 km) and III (3 and 5 km). Meanwhile, the
scenario II has the lowest contribution.
Some differences in dust intrusion scenarios are observed between Granada and Barcelona. The
major difference in their contribution was observed in the case of scenarios II and III. The
percentile contribution of the scenario II is 1.9 times higher in Barcelona than in Granada, whilst
scenario III is 2.3 times lower. Other scenarios differ less than the above two at the two stations.

5.

Columnar aerosol properties during dust events at both stations

Series AOD675 and AE440,870 indicate some features of the aerosol properties in Barcelona and
Granada in the periods June-September 2012 and June-September 2013 (Fig. 4). The
combination of the information about AOD and AE gives the first sight of the relevance of the
dust events at two sites. Moreover, about 95.3% of daily averaged AOD675 during the dust
events falls in the interval 0.15-0.75. Exceptions are found only in three cases, exceeding the
value 1.0 (two in Granada and one in Barcelona). AE440-870 at both stations is mainly in the
interval 0.0-0.8 (97.6%), with values generally higher in Barcelona than in Granada.
At the Barcelona site, two distinct groups of aerosols were identified, characterized by 0.10 µm
<Rf< 0.20 µm with η<30% and 0.10 µm <Rf< 0.20 µm with 50%<η<90%. The mean values of
AOD675 were higher in the first situation compared to the second one. In the first situation values
of  were close to zero or slightly positive (up to 0.25), indicating a strong contribution of
coarse mode to AOD. In the second situation, the values of  ranged from slightly positive to
negative (usually higher than -0.3). In this case, both fine and coarse modes are expected to
contribute to the total AOD. Taking into account that the mean AOD675 in the second situation
was lower than in the first one, and in both situations two modes contribute on AOD, we may
state that the contribution of the coarse mode in the second situation was very low compared to
the first one.

In the case of Granada, the dusty events were characterized by Rf<0.15 µm and η<30%. The
values of  were positive, suggesting the contribution of both modes (fine and coarse) to AOD.
Mean values of daily averaged optical properties during all dust events are; AOD675 0.29 and
0.34, respectively in Barcelona and Granada, whilst AE440-870 0.54 and 0.30. These mean values
indicate the strong presence of the fine mode aerosols during the dust events in Barcelona in
comparison to Granada. In order to estimate the influence of Saharan dust on AOD, the coarse
mode contribution on AOD (1-η) during dusty days was analyzed. Figure 5 presents the
frequency distributions of 100· (1-η). Coarse modes contribute more than 50% in AOD during
all dusty days in Barcelona and Granada. However, some differences of these parameters are
found in two stations. Thus, the average values of this contribution were 66.6% and 75.3% in
Barcelona and Granada, respectively. Figure 5 indicates that the frequency is lower than 60% for
both sites, while the most frequent corse mode contribution to AOD675 was 60% and 80%,
respectively for Barcelona and Granada.
Figure 6 presents the overall results of average aerosol optical parameters for all dust events in
Barcelona and Granada during each month. The average values of AOD675 during dusty days in
Granada differs slightly from Barcelona (1.2 times higher) and its average AE440-870 was found
1.7 times lower.
The mean values of AOD675 and AE440-870 during the dust events according to several scenarios
in Barcelona and Granada (origins and pathways), as well as the mean altitudes where the
majority of back-trajectories overpass each station during all dusty days and their frequency, are
presented in Table 3. Only scenarios I-IV (containing 94% of all back-trajectories overpassing
both stations during their dusty days, have been analyzed.
The scenarios I and II are the most frequent in Barcelona, accounting for 46% and 21% of all
back-trajectories overpassing this station. These two scenarios bring air masses in Barcelona
with higher AOD (0.30 and 0.35). Air masses of these two scenarios follow the same pathway,
overpassing the Atlas Mountains. On the other hand, the scenarios which follow the Atlantic
pathway bring air masses with lower AOD (0.25). It was not observed any substantial difference
between the AE values according to different scenarios of dust intrusions over Barcelona.
Anyway, average AE during scenario IV was slightly higher than the others. High AE values
during dust events over Barcelona arise due to the fact that air masses of these scenarios usually
move clockwise crossing over entire IP and the northwest Africa, consequently, over many
populated areas, enabling to collect fine mode particles from these areas. Overpassing these areas
increases the fraction of the fine mode particles and so increasing the Angstrom exponent. In
short, air masses which move clockwise from clusters A and C through the Atlas Mountains are
the dominant scenarios for dust intrusions over Barcelona.
In the Granada’s case, the scenarios I and III are most frequent over Granada (40% and 34%).
The scenario I was the most dominant for both stations. Even though scenario I and III are
completely different in terms of air masses origins and their pathways, these two scenarios bring

are characterized by the same AOD (0.36) and AE (0.28 and 0.24). In terms of AOD and AE,
scenario II presents the most intense dust intrusions over Granada. It is characterized the highest
AOD (0.46) and low AE (0.25). But this scenario is not very frequent over Granada (only 11% of
all the cases).
The correlation coefficients between the averages of AOD, AE and the average altitude of backtrajectories (havg) in different scenarios are negative correlations of AOD-AE and AOD-havg. For
all scenarios, the average values of AOD675 (AE440-870) in Barcelona are lower (larger) than in
Granada. The distribution of the average altitude of air masses is similar in two stations. Scenario
II brings air masses at lower altitudes at both stations.
In spite of the same scenarios at both stations suggest that the dust events arrive with similar
origins and pathways at the two stations, the aerosol optical properties of dusty days during these
scenarios differ at these sites. As a consequence of the processes occurred during the transport, a
decrease in the mean AOD675 is observed, related to the deposition of coarse mode during the
pathway from Granada to Barcelona (in cases when the same plume overpasses both sites).
Similarly, the increase of mean AE440-870 is related to the increase of the anthropogenic particle
load (fine mode) in the atmospheric column in Barcelona compared to Granada.

6.

Coincident dust events

In this section we focus on dust events spatially and temporally coincident at both sites, i.e. dust
plumes transported first over Granada and a few hours later over Barcelona. The days of a
coincident dust event must fulfill two criteria: 1) they must be classified as dusty days (see
Section 3.1) at both sites, and 2) the back trajectories run from Barcelona, which originates in the
Sahara region must also overpass Granada. In total 22 days fulfill both criteria, distributed in 9
dust events:





2 dust events in June (of 2 and 3 coincident days),
1 dust event in July (of 2 coincident days),
4 dust events in August (of 1, 3, 3 and 5 coincident days) and
2 dust events in September (of 1 and 2 coincident days).

Among those cases, we selected three events (Fig. 7), which are well documented by sunphotometer simultaneously at both sites: 18 - 19 June 2012 (event I), 27 - 29 June 2012 (event II)
and 2 - 6 August 2013 (event III, see Table 4). The three coincident dust events correspond to
different scenarios of dust intrusions (see Section 4.3). The dust event I originated mostly from
cluster A and reached the IP through the Atlas Mountains (scenario I). Cluster B and more rarely
cluster A are the principal sources of the dust event II with trajectories passing through the
Atlantic (scenarios III and IV). Cluster B is the principal source of the dust event III with
pathways above the Atlantic (scenario III). The analysis of the differences in the dust optical

properties (AERONET-derived AOD675, AE440-870 and coarse mode fraction, CMF, Table 4)
between both sites for each of those dust events is expected to give valuable information about
the influence of the transport processes on these properties. A straightforward (and expected)
finding from Table 4 is that in all dust events AOD675 decreases from Granada to Barcelona (0.11 to -0.01) while AE440-870 increases (+0.16 to +0.34) and CMF decreases (-0.18 to -0.09).
In order to illustrate how the coincident dust events were defined, we show in Fig. 8 some of the
tools used to classify event I (18-19 June 2012) as a coincident dust event. The observed daily
OMI aerosol index shown for 19 June confirms the presence of dust at both sites, which is
forecasted by both maps of NAAPS and DREAM dust AOD at 550 nm shown for 19 June at 12
UT. The superimposed wind direction at 3 km on the DREAM map also indicates that the dust
transport direction in Granada is likely northeastward, i.e. in the direction of Barcelona. Hysplit
back trajectories arriving in Barcelona on 19 June at 12 UT at 4 and 5 km are overpassing the
region of Granada and are originating in the Sahara region. The back trajectory arriving at 3 km
also comes from the Sahara region, but does not overpass Granada.
6.1

Optical properties vs. transport paths

In order to better analyze the differences of the dust optical properties during the three coincident
events, we first examine the time of dust transport from Granada to Barcelona and the
predominant height of transport at each site. The time of dust transport, defined as the time
required for a dust plume to travel from Granada to Barcelona, was determined with 3hr time
resolution Hysplit forward-trajectories departing from Granada at heights of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 km
and run every 6 hours. Each time a forward-trajectory from Granada overpasses Barcelona, the
time of dust transport between the two stations was calculated by the estimation of time-transport
of the Hysplit trajectories with 3hr time resolution. It is worth saying a word about the patterns
observed (but not shown) of the forward-trajectories between Granada and Barcelona during the
three coincident dust events. The trajectories have very similar shapes usually overpassing
eastern Spain and its Mediterranean coast. However, we observed little differences between
events, I and II and event III: while the trajectories during events I and II are relatively straight
and travel over land, they are slightly curved and travel partly over the Spanish Mediterranean
coasts during event III. The trajectories of the air masses during dust event III pass also along the
urban centers in the north Spanish Mediterranean coasts which are more populated than those
which are overpassed by the trajectories in the inland. Thus, mixing process of the dust plumes
with anthropogenic aerosols is more frequent during the dust event III compared to the other two
dust events. This slight difference between events I and II and event III might be an explanation
of the high values of AE440-870 (0.53, Table 4) and the low values of CMF (0.63) observed in
Barcelona during dust event III. This first result emphasizes the importance of the activities in
terms of aerosol formation in the regions over which the dust is transported, which can, in the
case of mixing, modify the dust plume optical properties. Fig. 9 shows the temporal mean of the
dust transport time as a function of height for the three coincident dust events. The mean values
of the dust transport time from Granada to Barcelona taking into account all altitudes in the 2–6

km range are 15.8, 11.2 and 14.3 hours for dust event I, II and III, respectively. Shorter transport
times are due to a stronger atmospheric dynamics and thus to more marked synoptic conditions,
which favor the potential aerosol mixing (Kok et al., 2012). On the other hand, shorter transport
times don’t allow any substantial AOD change. The case with the shortest transport time, dust
event II, also corresponds to the case with the extreme changes of the aerosol parameters (Table
4); lowest variations of the AOD (-0.01), and the highest variation of the Ångström exponent
(+0.34) and of the coarse mode fraction (-0.18). All the three dust events have almost the same
pattern of the altitude profile; both decreasing with respect to the altitude. Dust events I, II and
III decrease from 24.3, 16.9 and 21 at 2 km a.g.l. to 10.4, 8.3 and 10.2 at 6 km a.g.l. The time
required for a dust plume to be transported from Granada to Barcelona depends on many factors
and especially on wind speed, which itself depends on altitude. Generally, the transport time is
longer at low altitude and decreases with increasing altitude (Heinzerling, 2005). This behavior
of the transport time is found during all the three dust events for which the correlation
coefficients of the transport time vs. height are very high: -0.96, -0.89 and -0.95.
In addition to the type of scenario of each dust intrusion, the region overpassed and the transport
time, the altitude of the transport can also contribute to modifying the dust optical properties
during their transport from Granada to Barcelona. To estimate the transport height of each dust
event at both sites, we have used 6-hour time resolution Hysplit back trajectories arriving in
Granada and in Barcelona at heights of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 km and run every 6 hours. Only the
trajectories originating in the Sahara region were considered in the counting. Fig. 10 shows the
percentage per height of trajectories which have their origin in the Sahara region and for the
three dust events. Since we have considered five heights, if the same number of back trajectories
originating in the Sahara region is found at all heights, then the percentage is 20 % at all heights.
No strong differences are observed between both stations and between the dust events. During
dust event I, the largest number of trajectories originating in the Sahara region occurs at 3 and 4
km in Granada and at 2 and 3 km in Barcelona. During dust event II and III, the largest number
of trajectories originating in the Sahara region occurs at 3-4 km and 3-4-5 km, respectively,
independently of the stations. The most evident changes between both stations are:






During dust event I the altitude differences level off: while the number of trajectories at 4
and 5 km decreases (from Granada to Barcelona), it increases at 2 and 6 km. The range of
the percentage of trajectories passes from [2.5; 32.5 %] (30-% variation) in Granada to
[12.5; 23.2 %] (10.7-% variation) in Barcelona. The number of trajectories originating in
the Sahara region at 6 km in Granada is multiplied by a factor 5 in Barcelona.
During dust event II the decrease (from Granada to Barcelona) at 6 and 3 km is related to
an increase at 5 and 2 km, respectively. The range of the percentage of trajectories passes
from [13.4; 26.9 %] (13.5-% variation) in Granada to [12.5; 25.0 %] (12.5-% variation) in
Barcelona.
During dust event III, the amplitude relationship approximately maintains. The highest
number of trajectories originating in the Sahara region occurs at 3-4-5 km.

From this analysis, it appears that the capability of the dust layers to spread vertically along their
transport from Granada to Barcelona is linked to the dynamics conditions: the stronger the
dynamics, the more the layers will extend vertically (dust event I). Dust event III is a clear
example of a low dynamics which results in an insignificant modification of the dust layer
vertical extension.
The temporal evolution of the dust optical properties (AERONET-derived AOD675, AE440-870, and
coarse mode fraction) is shown in Fig. 11, in which the gray areas indicate the coincident events.
One sees that the AOD temporal evolution is highly correlated with the coarse mode fraction. In
terms of AOD, dust event II is the strongest (maxima of 0.82 and 0.76 in Granada and Barcelona,
respectively) while dust event III is the weakest (maxima of 0.41 and 0.34, respectively). The
same conclusions can also be drawn from the average values of Table 4. In terms of duration,
dust event III is the longest while dust event I is the shortest. The event duration is correlated
with the dust transport time from Granada to Barcelona found earlier (15.8, 11.2 and 184.3 hours
on average over all considered heights for dust event I, II and III, respectively): the shorter the
transport time, the shorter the duration of the event. Because strong atmospheric dynamics (dust
event I) favors the suspension of the particles and prevents (or reduces) potential aerosol mixing,
one would expect a stronger signature of mineral dust during the dust event I. However, the
lowest values of AE440-870, an indicator of the dust “purity”, are observed during dust event II
(average values of 0.11 and 0.45 in Granada and Barcelona, respectively). This result points out
that the dust during dust event I probably arrived over the IP already mixed with other aerosol
types (the largest AE440-870 in Granada, +0.34, is found for dust event II) and that further mixing
was low or inexistent between Granada and Barcelona (the lowest AE440-870 difference, +0.16, is
found for dust event I).
The AOD increase in Barcelona is much closer in time to the AOD increase in Granada during
dust event I than during the other two events. While the AOD and CMF evolution during dust
event I and III are similar in shape at both sites, during dust event II differences are observed: the
gradual AOD decrease in Granada is also observed in the coarse mode fraction in Granada and in
Barcelona (Fig 11.c) but not on the AOD in Barcelona, which remains approximately constant
and decreases at the end of the event more abruptly. From Table 4, one sees that during dust
event II the AOD remains roughly constant between Granada and Barcelona while the AE 440-870
increase (+0.34) and the CMF decrease (-0.18) are the strongest. These results point out that the
decrease in the contribution of the dust large particles to the total AOD between Granada and
Barcelona was somehow compensated by the increase of the contribution of new and finer
particles in Barcelona. At this point, further investigation is needed to characterize these new fine
particles. In summary of this Section:


Dust event I (scenario I) can be classified as a moderate event of a short duration (< 3
days) and characterized by a strong atmospheric dynamics with similar intensive
parameters (AE440-870 and CMF) in Granada and in Barcelona.
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Dust event II (scenario III and IV) is a moderate-to-strong event with quasi-pure mineral
particles in Granada and characterized by the largest difference between Granada and
Barcelona intensive parameters. The strong increase of the AE440-870 and decrease of
CMF between Granada and Barcelona lets think to an increase contribution of fine
particles between both sites.
Dust event III (scenario III) is a low-to-moderate event of a long duration (> 5 days) and
characterized by a low atmospheric dynamics (long transport times) which favors the
falling of larger particles by sedimentation (low CMF).
Evolution of the dust vertical distributions during dust event III

After looking at the Section 6.1 at the statistical transport heights estimated by backward
trajectories, we now look at the vertical distribution of the dust plumes measured by lidar at both
sites. The availability of lidar measurements simultaneously at both sites does not allow
performing such an analysis during dust events I and II. Thus, we focus here only on dust event
III. The lidar systems are those described in Section 2.1. Fig 12 shows 30-min. averaged profiles
of the backscatter coefficient at 532 nm obtained in Granada and Barcelona during the period 1 –
6 August 2013. According to Fig 10, the dust time transport during dust event III was, on
average, on the order of 17 - 24 hours (~1 day) at the altitude of 2 km up to 8 - 10 hours (onethird of a day) at the altitude of 6 km. For that reason, in Fig. 11, the Barcelona profiles are
displaced in time by 12 – 24 hours with respect to the plots of Granada. When on a given day,
no profiles are shown for a station, it simply means no lidar measurements are available on that
day. The few data available at the Barcelona station only allow a direct comparison with two
cases. Note that although 1 August is outside of the period of dust event III (2-6 August) because
no dust was detected in Barcelona on that day, it is considered in this section in order to make the
spatio-temporal comparison between Granada (1 August) and Barcelona (2 August).
From the temporal evolution of the profiles of the backscatter coefficient in Granada, it results
that the top of the dust layer is quite stable during the whole event: it is around 6.8 km on 1
August and oscillates between 5.7 and 6.3 km during 2-6 August. The vertical structure of the
dust plume is rather uniform in the middle of the event (2-4 August): shallow vertical variations
are observed especially on 2 and 4 August. In the middle of the event, the backscatter coefficient
between 2 and 5.5 km has a mean value of 0.73 Mm-1·sr-1 on 2 August and of ~1.50 Mm-1·sr-1 on
3 and 4 August. The vertical structure and the values of the backscatter coefficient found in the
dust plume are comparable to a former event observed in Granada in 2005 and documented in
Guerrero-Rascado et al. (2008). In Granada the profiles shown do not allow saying if the dust
plume is coupled or decoupled from the planetary boundary layer (PBL) which in Granada is on
average around 1.6 km a.s.l. in summer (Navas-Guzmán et al., 2013). The Barcelona system
presents the peculiarity of pointing not at the zenith but at 52º off zenith, which allows
decreasing significantly the useful height of the profile, in addition to the fact that Barcelona is
closer to sea level than Granada (125 vs. 680 m a.s.l.). This advantage, clearly shown in the two

plots of the Barcelona data, allows retrieving the PBL height in Barcelona, which is around 1.3
and 1.2 km on 2 and 5 August, respectively. In both cases, the dust layer in the free troposphere
is clearly decoupled from the PBL. Such a PBL height is in the higher range of the statistical
values [0.30 – 1.45 km] found by Sicard et al. (2006) in Barcelona over a 3-year time period.
The Ångström exponent in Barcelona is also a clear indication of the decoupling between the
PBL and the lofted dust plume since it is higher than 1 in the PBL (excepting overlap effect for
heights < 0.5 km) and lower than 1 in the dust plume. In Granada the Ångström exponent shows
always the same tendency with height: it decreases with increasing height. It starts at values
between 1 and 2 in the bottom part of the profiles (usually near 1.5 km) to values near 0 and even
negative (-0.2) on 3 and 4 August in the top part of the profile (above 3 km). We find a good
agreement with the results found in the previous section for dust event III: shorter transport time
at a higher altitude, which favors the suspension of the particles and a higher number of
trajectories originating in the Sahara region at 3-4-5 km. These results indicate a higher level of
“purity” of the mineral dust at higher altitude and therefore a lower Ångström exponent. In
terms of temporal evolution, we can distinguish two different periods: 1 - 2 August when the
Ångström exponent between 2 and 5.5 km has a mean value of 0.51 - 0.65 and 3 - 6 August
when its mean value is lower and around 0.09 - 0.32.
The profile of the backscatter coefficient in Granada on 1 August at 14 UT is compared to that in
Barcelona 18 hours later, on 2 August at 08 UT. If we discard the cloud at 6 km present in the
Granada profile, the two profiles are very similar in shape. The correlation coefficient calculated
between both profiles between 2 and 5.5 km is 0.63. The mean backscatter coefficient between 2
and 5.5 km is higher in Barcelona ( =0. 97) than in Granada ( =0.76). The profile of the
backscatter coefficient in Granada on 4 August at 14 UT is compared to that in Barcelona 24
hours later, on 5 August at 14 UT. The profiles are very similar in the top part of the plot (> 3.5
km). Below 3.5 km the profiles start to diverge: while the Granada profile increases (with
decreasing height), the one of Barcelona has a general tendency to decrease. This difference
produces a mean backscatter coefficient between 2 and 5.5 km higher in Granada ( =1. 46) than
in Barcelona ( =1.29). It also makes the correlation coefficient drop to a value of 0.21. At this
point, we do not know the origin of that difference, but two hypotheses can be formulated: a
local aerosol load lower in Barcelona than in Granada or a dust load in the bottom part of the
profiles [1 – 3 km] lower in Barcelona than in Granada. A combination of both hypotheses is
also possible. According to the work of Sicard et al. (2006) in Barcelona and Navas-Guzmán et
al. (2013) in Granada, the PBL in summer may extend vertically up to higher altitudes in
Granada (~2 km) than in Barcelona. Given the similarities between the number of back
trajectories originating in the Saharan region arriving at 2 km in Granada and Barcelona (Fig.
10), it is possible that the difference between the profiles of the backscatter coefficient in
Granada (4 August) and Barcelona (5 August) in the 1.5 – 3 km range might be due to different
local aerosol load. The higher Ångström exponent in Granada in that range (compared to the 3-6
km range) also supports the hypothesis of a mixing of dust with local aerosols.

7.

Conclusions

Statistical analyses of the characteristics of dust intrusion properties at two EARLINET sites in
Spain were performed. For this purpose, we have investigated the period June-September during
the years 2012 and 2013.
There are detected 10 dust events (23 dusty days) in Barcelona and 22 dust events (64 dusty
days) in Granada. August was the month most affected by Saharan dust intrusions, having about
52.2% of the total dusty days in Barcelona and 39.9% in Granada. There are identified also 22
coincidence cases affecting both stations.
Cluster analyses of Hysplit backward trajectories reveal that there are three main source regions
of Saharan dust affecting the IP; Morocco and west of Algeria (cluster A), West Sahara,
Mauritania, south of Algeria and north of Mali (Cluster B), remaining part of Algeria and
Tunisia (cluster C). At Cluster A originates the majority of the dust outbreaks; 61% of the events
affecting Barcelona and 53% affecting Granada.
The majority of backward trajectories come through Atlas Mountains; 62.4% and 54.1%
respectively at Barcelona and Granada sites, while the other backward trajectories come through
Atlantic.
The principal scenarios of dust intrusion in Granada originate from cluster A (and B) and come
through Atlas Mountains (Atlantic). Meanwhile, in Barcelona, dust intrusions usually originate
in cluster A and come through the Atlas Mountains.
Despite the differences, according to the dust intrusion scenarios, the majority of Saharan
backward trajectories overpass Barcelona and Granada at 3-6 km, during their dust events. The
presence of the Atlas Mountains complicates the passage of air masses over Granada at lowest
altitudes.
More detailed analyses estimate the aerosol optical properties during dust events. Mean values of
AOD675 and AE440-870 are; 0.29 and 0.54 in Barcelona, and 0.34 and 0.30 in Granada. The dust
intrusions from cluster A through the Atlas Mountains are the most frequent over the two sites.
This scenario brings air masses with high AOD in Barcelona (0.30) and in Granada (0.36).
Meanwhile there are identified strong differences between AE values at both stations during this
scenario. Mean AE during this scenario, are 0.53 and 0.28, for Barcelona and Granada
respectively. The increment of AE during the transport process from Granada to Barcelona is
related to two main processes; deposition of coarse mode aerosols and contamination by fine
mode anthropogenic products. AE440-870 was more affected by the time transport of air masses,
while AOD675 don’t show any significant difference. Anyway, the differences of optical
properties between two sites are affected more by the shape of the trajectories than by time
duration.

Mean time-transport of Saharan dust from Granada to Barcelona were estimated 11 - 14 hours,
depending on the pathway of the dust intrusion and the heights of back-trajectories. During the
dust transport from Granada to Barcelona, AOD675 undergoes only little changes. Angstrom
exponent in Barcelona is 1.35 times greater than in Granada during the mineral dust events.
Thus, the transport process is associated with the contamination by fine mode aerosols, produced
primarily by anthropogenic activities in the region of IP. Also, the mean altitude of backtrajectories decreased during this transport. Time plots of optical parameters during the
coincidence dust events have almost the same pattern for both sites, with Barcelona’s plots
postponed by time-transport of the dust plume. This fact confirms the approximate origin of
these dust events in these sites.
Lidar profiling of backscatter coefficients offered another point of view of the evolution of dust
events at these sites. The patterns of bsc_532 nm during the coincidence dust events in Barcelona
and Granada indicated clearly the evolution of the dust events and the transport process in these
two sites. The Ångström exponent in Barcelona is higher than 1 in the PBL and lower than 1 in
the dust plume. In Granada the Ångström exponent shows always the same tendency with height:
it decreases with increasing height from 1-2 in the bottom part of the profiles to values near 0
and even negative in the top part of the profile. The profiles of the backscatter coefficient in
Granada were compared to that in Barcelona 18 hours later. The correlation coefficient
calculated between both profiles between 2 and 5.5 km is 0.63.
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Fig 1. Ångström exponent difference =AE440-675-AE675-870, as a function of the 440-870 nm
Ångström exponent and AOD675 for two AERONET stations; Barcelona and Granada, during the
investigated period. The solid lines are each for a fixed size of the fine mode R f and the dashed
lines for a fixed fraction contribution  of the fine mode to the AOT at 675 nm. The solid red
box correspond to the days with coarse mode domination (AOD675>0.15, AE440-870<0.75 and 0.3< <0.1), which are of the interest. Meanwhile the dashed blue box correspond to the days
with the bimodal pattern (AOD675>0.15, AE440-870<0.75 and 0.1<<0.6).
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Figure 7. Maps provided by the models DREAM (on the left) and HYSPLIT (on the
right) for three coincidence dust events under analysis. a) Dust Event I, b) Dust Event II
and c) Dust Event III. According to these maps, Dust Event I follows the scenario III,
Dust Event II follows scenarios III and IV, and Dust Event III follows the scenario III.
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during dust event III (1 - 6 August 2013). GR and BA stand for Granada and Barcelona,
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Table

Table 1. Number of dusty days and dust events in Barcelona and Granada AERONET sites.
Dusty days
June

July

August

September

Total

Total/12/13

Total/12/13

Total/12/13

Total/12/13

Total/12/13

Barcelona

5/5/0

2/2/0

12/7/5

4/3/1

23/17/6

Granada

18/13/5

15/11/4

25/17/8

6/6/0

64/47/17

Dust events

Barcelona

2/2/0

1/1/0

4/3/1

3/2/1

10/8/2

Granada

6/4/2

7/5/2

5/3/2

4/4/0

22/16/6

Table

Table 2. Cluster analysis of air masses; cluster sources and the pathways during the dust events
over Barcelona and Granada
Clusters
Category

Barcelona

Granada

Cluster A

61.0%

53.0%

Cluster B

20.9%

35.4%

Cluster C

18.1%

11.6%

Pathways
Atlas

62.4%

54.1%

Atlantic

37.6%

45.9%

Table

Table 3. Mean AOD675 and AE440-780 (and standard deviation) during different scenarios in
Barcelona and Granada
Barcelona
Scen. I

Scen. II

Scen. III

Granada
Scen. IV

Scen. I

Scen. II

Scen. III

Scen. IV

AOD

0.300.14 0.350.18 0.240.08 0.250.07 0.360.20 0.460.32 0.360.26 0.310.200

AE

0.530.13 0.540.13 0.530.06 0.580.09 0.280.13 0.250.13 0.240.14

0.310.15

h (km)

3.7

3.5

5.0

4.2

4.1

3.6

4.1

4.2

Freq.(%)

46.5

21.2

14.8

17.4

39.7

11.2

33.9

15.2

Table

Table 4. Temporal mean AOD at 675 nm, AOD675, Ångström exponent calculated between 440
and 870 nm, AE440-870, and coarse mode fraction, CMF, for each dust event in Granada and in
Barcelona.

Parameter

Dust event I

Dust event II

Dust event III

18-19 June 2012 (2 days)

27-29 June 2012 (3 days)

2-6 August 2013 (5 days)

Scenario I

Scenario III and IV

Scenario III

AOD675 AE440-870 CMF AOD675 AE440-870 CMF AOD675

AE440-870 CMF

Granada

0.39

0.35

0.74

0.43

0.11

0.84

0.28

0.30

0.74

Barcelona

0.28

0.51

0.65

0.42

0.45

0.66

0.23

0.53

0.63

Difference
(Bar. – Gra.)

-0.11

+0.16

-0.09

-0.01

+0.34

-0.18

-0.05

+0.23

-0.11

